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Abstract

A lot of Named Entity Extraction Systems were created in English thanks to the impulse
of MUC conferences. This article describes a Finite-State Transducer Cascade for the extrac-
tion of named entities in French journalistic texts. Finite-State Cascades are widely used for
Natural Language Processing: a cascade is a series of 3nite-state transducers applied to a text
transforming it. Such transducer cascades allow implementation of syntactic analysis, translation
memory and information extraction. We present our general system named CasSys: this system
uses the INTEX natural language processing features to realize a transducer cascade. CasSys is
not dedicated to the extraction of named entity; we use it for this task but thanks to Intex, it
allows syntactic analyses, information extraction or other tasks.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Named entities (and then proper names) have been widely studied in the
3eld of information extraction. They have been studied in numerous works, from
the Frump system [8] to the American programs Tipster 1 and MUC. 2 We think
that they can also play a role in systems of Information Retrieval. The quantity of
proper names (about 10% of a newspaper according to Coates-Stephens [6]) and their
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informative quality in journalistic-style texts make them relevant to an Information
Retrieval use.

Finite-State Automata, and particularly transducers, are more and more used in natu-
ral language processing [23]. In this paper, we present the CasSys system. This system
allows creating a cascade of transducers; we use it to extract named entities in French
journalistic-style texts.

First of all, we present a brief overview of the named entity task at MUC conferences.
Then, we present what is a Finite state transducer (FST) cascade and especially its
diFerent uses in natural language processing. Finally, we describe our work on persons’
names through a linguistic analysis of texts to create the best cascade as possible. We
give the results of the extraction of proper names on a 165,000-word text from the
French newspaper Le Monde, and we discuss the main diHculties to be solved.

2. A brief overview of the named entities extraction task

The Named Entity Task is a particular task of MUC: this task aims at detecting and
categorizing named entity (such as proper names) in texts. The Named Entity Task is
classically de3ned for Information Extraction use.

Before MUC conferences, researches based on named entity extraction already ex-
isted in the English language but were not suHcient. For example, Coates-Stephens [6]
describes his system named Funes along with a lot of syntactic and semantic rules
describing and structuring the contexts of proper names. Many experimentations have
been conducted since this work but it remains the most complete on a natural language
point of view in the English language.

MUC structures the Named Entity Task and distinguishes three types of named
entity: ENAMEX, TIMEX and NUMEX [5]. TIMEX contains time expressions and
NUMEX contains numbers and percentages. We are only interested in the ENAMEX
entities composed of proper names and acronyms categorized as follows:
• Organization: named corporate, governmental or other organizational entity such as
Boston Chicken Corp. or National Security Agency,

• Person: named person or family, for example Bill Clinton or the Kennedy,
• Location: name of politically or geographically de3ned location (cities, provinces,

countries, international regions, bodies of water, mountains, etc.) such as Silicon
Valley or Germany.

The Named Entity Task has appeared with MUC-6 in 1995 [13]; it has obtained very
good results from the 3rst time it was described. Most of the systems get a 90% score
in recall and precision, and the best score at MUC-7 is obtained by the LTG system
[19]. In fact, results are very close to those of a human expert (97% of recall).

The Named Entities Extraction Systems use one of those three main ways to extract
proper names:
• description of rules using lists of words, trigger words and linguistic clues,
• learning and
• a combination of learning and rules.
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A description of the rules is the most frequent way used by the systems to locate and
extract proper names.

3. Finite-state transducer cascades in natural language processing

3.1. The principles

Automata, and particularly, transducers are very much used in the automatic treat-
ment of the languages. Roche and Schabes [22] said that the modelling by FST is
necessary; it handles more powerful formalisms, such as context-free grammars. FSTs
are the best formalisms to represent complex and precise linguistic phenomena; au-
tomata are 3ne for linguists, they are user-friendly and readable.

The linguistic description is easier to do than with regular expressions. The grammars
are under a compact shape; the parts of grammars that are similar are represented
only once. One can factorize, determinize and minimize transducers to generate more
eFective transducers [20].

A transducer is an automaton with an input and output alphabet. The input alphabet
describes a pattern to be recognized, whereas the output alphabet transforms the input
text.

Every transducer Ti is in fact a local grammar. Abney [2] de3nes a cascade of
transducers as a sequence of strata. The cascade is based on a simple idea; apply
transducers on the text in a precise order to transform the text or extract patterns from
the text. A transducer does not allows to cover complete linguistic phenomena but
every transducer participates in the coverage of a part of the linguistic phenomena
studied. The recognition of simple patterns reduces the research space.

Then a cascade is robust because the decisions are taken locally. Looking for the
easiest things 3rst to 3nd gives a high precision to the system.

Applications developing cascades of transducers take advantage of these three qual-
ities; robustness, precision and speed brought by transducers.

A cascade is described as follows: the transducer Ti parses the text Li−1 and produces
the text Li, then a transducer Ti+1 will transform the text Li into Li+1 and so on.
Transducers parse the text in a precise order to 3rst track down the most certain
patterns which Abney suggests naming “islands of certainties”. The uncertain patterns
are found next. Every transducer uses the results of the previous ones.

The system of cascade often uses the heuristic called longest pattern matching;
between two patterns located by a transducer, one chooses the longest pattern found.
In fact, this idea uses the fact that if the simple words are strongly ambiguous, a
complex sequence of words is less ambiguous.

This heuristic is good except when several paths of the same length are possible in
the graph and in the text; one of them will be chosen without control on the choice.

Numerous systems of cascades were developed, proving their major interest for the
automatic treatment of the languages. We present here a state of the art of the various
existing systems that are used in tasks of syntactic analysis, extraction of information
and translation.
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3.2. Syntactic analysis

Syntactic parsing requires rules describing the syntactical phenomena: transducers al-
low an eFective description of these rules. Abney [2] created the Cass system
(Cascaded Analysis of Syntactic Structure) that realizes the syntactic analysis of texts
in English and in German. Resuming his ideas, a syntactic analyzer for Swedish was
also created by Kokkinakis and Johansson-Kokkinakis [16]. Abney describes a philos-
ophy of the syntactic analysis: one does the simplest and most sure things 3rst. He
3rst tracks down a syntactic basic group (called chunk) bounded by stopwords. The
following work is based on these basic groups. The patterns are described by regular
expressions and translated into a 3nite state automaton. All the automata of the same
stratum are collected in only one deterministic automaton. Several strata of automata
parse the text to obtain the syntactic analysis.

Another syntactic analyzer was developed by Xerox [3]; the IFSP system (incremen-
tal 3nite state parser) allows to realize syntactical analysis. The syntactic analysis of a
text borrows two approaches that IFSP uses:
• The constructivist approach based on constraints added during the parsing [1,12].
• The reductionist approach allows to eliminate already supplied partial analysis [4].
IFSP permits to use a sequence of transducers on a text by using operators of replace-
ment. Every transducer allows to add syntactical information. For input, the system
uses a labelled text. The analyzer permits to re3ne the 3rst decisions and does not
systematically use the heuristics of the longest pattern matching. Gala-Pavia [11] uses
the IFSP system with the aim of realizing a syntactic analysis for Spanish.

3.3. Information extraction

The FASTUS system (Finite State Automata-based Text Understanding) is a very
famous system of Information Extraction in English and Japanese, created by Hobbs
et al. [14]; it is developed since 1992 and sponsored by DARPA. This system analyses
texts in wider and wider sequences to extract relevant data. It begins by tracking
down the complex words; compound names, places, dates and proper names. Then
FASTUS recognizes the simple nominal and verbal groups, and after, the complex
nominal and verbal groups. The patterns previously found are used to discover all the
events and the relations that connect them (coreference and inference) to 3ll templates
(the templates answer questions such as what to whom? When? And where?). This
system was presented to the MUC-6 evaluations, and obtained scores of 92% of recall
and 96% of precision for the named entity task.

3.4. Translation memory

Translation memory is an original way to use Finite State Cascades. The systems with
translation memory are translators based on examples. Vogel and Ney [25] proposes
a system with a translation memory based on a transducer cascade for German and
English. It works on a bilingual corpus in which every translation memory contains a
sentence in input and its translation in output. Several translations are authorized for
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the same sentence with a certain score. To translate a text, one must parse the texts
with all the translation transducers.

3.5. CasSys: our own FST Cascade System

We have designed CasSys, our tool to create transducer cascades. We use the FST
Toolbox of Intex system [24] to implement the system. 3 The Intex system allows
us to create a system of cascade having the capacity to manage both constructivist
and reductionist approaches. CasSys is independent of the use which one wants to do,
syntactic analysis, information extraction or other tasks can be performed thanks to the
possibilities of the Intex natural language processor. The output of the transducers can
be added to the pattern found in the text, or the recognized patterns can be extracted
from the texts and replaced by a label. The labels of already found patterns can be
used in the following transducers.

We present here the use of CasSys for named entities extraction. Our tool consists
in two stages to extract proper names, consisting in two FST Cascade performed by
CasSys on each texts. The 3rst cascade consists in a list of rules describing the local
grammar of proper names, using linguistic clues (for example, contexts and dictionaries
of 3rst names, place names, occupation nouns to extract person names). The input
alphabet of the transducers describes patterns of proper names; the output alphabet
contains information on the type of the proper name described in the input.

The second cascade uses proper names already found in the text by the 3rst cascade;
it allows 3nding the remaining proper names with the proper names found by the 3rst
stage. The drawback of such a second stage is that the errors made in the 3rst stage
remain in the second; so we try to build a cascade as precise as possible.

4. Named Entity Extraction: the Example of Person Names

Newspapers contain a lot of proper names that provide important information on
the contents of texts. Most of the names are unknown [17] and cannot be stored
in dictionaries because of their quantity and because proper names belong to opened
classes of words. Mikheev et al. [19] studied the use and the impact of gazetteers
and showed that locations need a dictionary to be extracted but persons and organi-
zations can be found without such sources. Coates-Stephens [6] studied proper names
in English; he conducted a syntactic and semantic study on the appearance of names
apposition, compound proper names, etc. and he created the Funes system to extract
them using the rules he described. Numerous works use rules to describe proper names
occurrences.

We noticed that the three main types of proper names are not equal in terms of
occurrence, context of appearance and amount in newspaper articles. Person names
represent 39.8% of proper names in our texts, whereas Organization represents 16.3%,

3 It is important to precise that Intex allows to treat any language, and consequently our CasSys system
too.
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Fig. 1. A tagged sentence with Intex System.

which is less than persons and locations. Location names represent 43.9% of proper
names. Moreover, the various kinds of proper names cannot be extracted in a same
manner: discovering location names needs a dictionary, person names and organization
names are found, thanks to their lexical contexts.

4.1. Finite-state pre-processing

The Intex system [24] permits to pre-process texts. It allows capitalizing on trans-
ducers on texts for the whole processing. Firstly we pre-process texts, cutting them
in sentences with a transducer that adds the symbol {S} at the end of the sentence.
Then we tag the text from a morpho-syntactic point of view; we use dictionaries that
link words with information: lemmas, grammatical categories (noun, verb, etc.) and
semantic features (concrete, place names, 3rst names, abbreviations, etc.).

The advantages of these dictionaries are:
• Every word is given with its lemmatized form, which avoids describing all the

Rexions of a word in the transducers that discover them.
• The used dictionaries contain syntactical information that can help locating patterns

for proper names.
Each word is tagged with all its occurrences in dictionaries. Fig. 1 shows the trans-
ducer for the beginning of the sentence “Michael Dummett est l’un des plus grands
philosophes britanniques d’aujourd’hui” (“Michael Dummett is one of the most
famous contemporary British philosophers”). This sentence has been tagged with In-
tex using the dictionaries provided by Intex and our own dictionaries: 4 the inputs are
in boxes (the second line being the lemma of the word), the outputs are in bold face
and contain syntactic information (N = noun; V = Verb, etc.) and semantic information
(Hum = Human).

After this pre-processing, we use our program CasSys to extract the proper names.

4 Intex provides Delaf dictionaries of simple words and their inRected forms [7], and we use our own
Prolintex dictionary of place-names realized within the Prolex project [21], Prenom-prolex dictionary of 3rst
names (more than 6500 entries), acronym-prolex dictionary of abbreviations with their extensions (about
3300 entries) and 3nally occupation names dictionary [9].
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4.2. A linguistic study of person-names

Before creating the cascade, we have studied the diFerent internal and external ev-
idences of person names in newspaper articles. Indeed the contexts help in tracking
down proper names.

McDonald [18] describes the notions of internal and external evidence. In fact, most
proper names extraction tools naturally use these evidences without naming them so.
The internal evidence is inside the proper name itself: this is a word belonging to the
name and helping in locating proper names and categorizing them if possible.

Internal evidences examples (in bold face) are as follows:
• Microsoft Inc.
• Wall Street Journal
• George W. Bush
The external evidence is the context of appearance of the proper names in the sentence.
In his discourse, especially in a journalistic one, the author gives information indicating
the type of the proper name. The external evidence is on the right or on the left context
of a proper name in the sentence.

External evidences examples are as follows:
• the city of Paris
• judge Van Ruymbeke
• Blair, the British Prime Minister
The combination of internal and external evidence are possible: French president
Jacques Chirac (where French president is an external evidence and Jacques an in-
ternal evidence). In the following work, we talk about left context and right context
for the external evidence.

First of all, we noticed that the left context allows discovering more than 90% of
person names in journalistic texts: this is certainly due to stylistic imperatives appro-
priate to this type of texts that should be objective and should describe facts. A study
of an extract from Le Monde newspaper (about 165,000 words) allowed us to deter-
mine the categories of the most frequent contexts. The diFerent cases encountered are
described below:
Case 1: 25.9% of person names are preceded by a context containing a title or

an occupation name, followed by an internal evidence, the 3rst name, and by the
patronymic name. Ex: M. Alain JuppAe, le pr.esident John Kennedy.
Case 2: 19.1% of person names preceded by a context containing a title or an oc-

cupation name are followed by a simple patronymic name, or by an unknown 3rst
name (that is not in our dictionary of 3rst names) and a patronymic name. Ex:
le pr.esident Chadli.
Case 3: 43.4% of person names have no describable contexts but have a 3rst name

(known thanks to our dictionary) and followed by the name of the person. Ex: Pierre
Bourdieu.
Case 4: 5.2% of forms are located thanks to a verb referring only to human ac-

tions (to say, to explain, etc.). For example, “Wieviorka est dAecAedAe le 28 dAecembre”
(Wieviorka died on December 28) or “Jelev a dit : : :” (Jelev said: : :). Here we counted
appositions too, such as in “Jospin, premier Ministre : : :” (Jospin, Prime Minister: : :).
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Fig. 2. A transducer describing compound 3rst names (ex: John Fitzgerald) or abbreviated 3rst names
(ex: J.F.).

Case 5: The remaining 6.4% of person names have no context whatsoever that
can distinguish them from other proper names. However we noticed that 49% of the
remaining person names can yet be detected. Indeed, person names without contexts
are mostly well-known persons for whom the author considers it unnecessary to specify
the 3rst name, the title or the profession. It is necessary to realize a second analysis to
3nd the patronymic name, that as one has already been discovered somewhere else in
the text, that reduces to 3.3% the number of undetectable forms. This percentage can
further be reduced by a dictionary of celebrity names. For example, “Brandissant un
portrait de LAenine, ou de Staline, : : :” (Brandishing a portrait of Lenin, or Stalin, : : :).

4.3. The diCerent person names forms

We also studied the diFerent forms of person names. First names followed by a
patronymic name or patronymic names alone are most often found. As noticed by Kim
and Evens [15], the author of a newspaper article generally 3rst gives the complete
form of the person name, then abbreviated forms; this is why the majority of person
names are found with their 3rst name and their last name.

We have described all 3rst name (N+Prenom) forms in transducers (using dictionary
tags of the text and morphologic clues). Fig. 2 is one of the numerous transducers
describing person names. 5

First names unknown to the dictionary are not tagged as 3rst names, but they are in-
cluded as an integral part of the person name as in ¡person¿¡ctxt:titmilit¿g Ten Teral
¡\ctxt¿¡nom¿Blagoje Adzic¡\nom¿¡\Person¿ (the person name is Blagoje
Adzic but we have not distinguished the 3rst name from the patronymic name).

DiFerent patronymic forms are also described using morphology (word beginning
with an upper case).

At last, most contexts are left contexts that simply are civilities (ex: Monsieur,
Madame, etc.), or titles: politics (ex: ministre, prAesident, etc.), nobility titles (ex:
roi (king), duchesse, baron, etc.), military titles (ex: gAenAeral, lieutenant, etc.), reli-
gious titles (ex: cardinal, PDere, etc.), administration staF (ex: inspecteur, agent, etc.)

5 LettreMaj is an automaton listing upper case letters.
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as well as occupation names (ex: juge, architecte, etc.). The occupation names are
the least frequent terms in contexts. The place-name dictionary allows tracking down
the adjectives of nationalities in expressions such as “le prAesident amAericain Clinton”,
“l’allemand Helmut Kohl” (the German Helmut Kohl).

4.4. Description of the Fnite-state cascade to extract person names

According to our various observations on the study of person names and their con-
texts [10], we have de3ned the cascade and given priority to the longest patterns to
track down the whole names.

For example, if we apply a transducer that recognizes “Monsieur” followed by a
word beginning with an upper case letter before the transducer that recognizes “Mon-
sieur” followed by a 3rst name (¡prenom¿) then by a name (¡nom¿), in a
text containing the sequence “Monsieur Jean Dupont”, we discover the
pattern:

¡person¿¡ctxt:civ¿Monsieur¡\ctxt¿¡nom¿Jean¡\nom¿¡\person¿
instead of the pattern

¡person¿¡ctxt¿Monsieur¡\ctxt¿¡prenom¿Jean¡\prenom¿¡nom¿Dupont
¡\nom¿¡\person¿

The 3rst result of parsing is an error, while the second parse is the good one.
Then we have designed about thirty transducers to obtain the best results. The longest

patterns are in the 3rst transducers to be applied.
The following section presents an example of the results obtained by our cascade

on a sample of texts and presents an evaluation of the extraction system.

4.5. Evaluation

Here is an example of the results obtained on an article from Le Monde. An extract
of the original text reads:
Le pr.esident ha/0tien Aristide accepte la candidature de M. Th.eodore au poste de

premier ministre (: : :) Avant leur dAepart pour Caracas, les prAesidents du SAenat et
de la Chambre des dAeputAes, M. D.ejean B.elizaire et M. Duly Brutus, avaient obtenu
du “prAesident provisoire” installAe par les militaires, M. Joseph N.erette, l’assurance
qu’il dAemissionnerait si les nAegociations dAebouchaient sur la nomination d’un nouveau
premier ministre.{S} (: : :) Pendant la campagne, M. Th.eodore avait concentrAe ses
attaques contre le P4ere Aristide, et n’avait cessAe de le critiquer aprDes sa triomphale
Aelection.{S}

We 3nally obtained those extracted patterns:
¡person¿¡ctxt:titpolit¿ pr.esident ¡\ctxt¿¡ctxt:nation¿ ha/0tien ¡\ctxt¿

¡nom¿ Aristide ¡\nom¿¡\person¿
¡person¿¡ctxt:civ¿ M. ¡\ctxt¿¡nom¿ Duly Brutus ¡\nom¿¡\person¿
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Table 1
Results obtained on an extract of Le Monde (%)

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Total

Recall 95.7% 99.4% 96.6% 60% 48.7% 91.9%
Precision 98.7% 99.5% 99.2% 94.9% 99.3% 98.9%

¡person¿¡ctxt:civ¿M.¡\ctxt¿¡nom¿D.ejean B.elizaire¡\nom¿¡\person¿
¡person¿¡ctxt:civ¿ M. ¡\ctxt¿¡prenom¿ Joseph ¡\prenom¿¡nom¿

N.erette ¡\nom¿¡\person¿
¡person¿¡ctxt:civ¿ M. ¡\ctxt¿¡nom¿ Th.eodore ¡\nom¿¡\person¿
¡person¿¡ctxt:titeglise¿P4ere¡\ctxt¿¡nom¿Aristide¡\nom¿¡\person¿
To evaluate our Finite State cascade, we have veri3ed the results on a part (about

80,000 words) of our corpus of the newspaper Le Monde 6 (Table 1). We used the
recall and precision measures.

Recall

=
number of person names correctly found by the system

number of person names correct and incorrect found by the system
;

Precision =
number of names correctly found by the system
number of person names really present in the text

:

The results obtained in the 3rst four categories of patterns for person names are very
good. We obtained more than 96.9% of recall and more than 99.1% of precision on
the person names preceded by a context and/or by a 3rst name.

We notice that in cases 4 and 5 the results are bad. In case 4, the patterns that sur-
round the person names are very ambiguous, as in the example: “Microsoft declared”:
the verb to declare can be associated with a human being but also with a company.
Cases 4 and 5 can be improved during the search of the other names.

5. Conclusion

CasSys is our FST cascade system, built with the Intex toolbox. This tool permits to
generate cascades for syntactic analysis or information extraction uses. The principle
of the FST cascade is rather simple and eFective; transducers are applied one after the
other to the texts to locate pattern, to transform the text etc. The transducer cascades
are very often used in the 3eld of natural language processing.

We have described a cascade to extract person names in texts, but also location
and organization names; our system is actually the most complete on French texts and
obtains the best results. The description of the patterns to 3nd person names turns out
to be boring if one wants to obtain the best possible result. Combinations and possible

6 These resources are available at Elda (www.elda.fr).

mailto:www.elda.fr
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interactions in the cascade are complex. The results are promising on Le Monde: it is
a newspaper of international readership with journalists who respect classic standards
and have a concern for precision and details (especially when quoting people and
proper names). The results will be worse with other newspapers mainly because of the
authors’ approximate style.

The other proper names (place names, names of organizations, etc.) are more diHcult
to track down because they have few contexts or internal evidences, and when they
have a context, it is much more varied.
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